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The University of Warwick
The University of Warwick is one of the UK’s top universities (ranked no. 5 in the UK in the Guardian’s
th
2012-2013 UK League Table). The university was ranked 50 in the world (QS 2012)

WMG (Warwick Manufacturing Group)
Warwick Manufacturing Group was founded in 1980 by Kumar Bhattacharyya within The University of
Warwick to develop collaboration between the education and research sectors and industry. As a reward
for his outstanding work in this regard, he became, in 2004, ‘Lord Bhattacharyya’.
A major aspect of the work of WMG has been the development of educational programmes, including a
full suite of full-time masters’ programmes. WMG has a number of overseas centers, including, since
2011, Eastern Mediterranean University, Cyprus.

Eastern Mediterranean University
First established in 1979, Eastern Mediterranean University is achieving a growing reputation for delivery
of high quality English-medium education. With a population of some 14,000 students from around 70
different countries, the university prides itself on its international identity and outlook.
Located just outside the astonishing medieval city of Famagusta, and just a short distance from the coast,
the university offers modern facilities, a wide-range of accommodation, and all the advantages of the
climate and relaxed and hospitable life-style of the Mediterranean.

The Role of the WMG Overseas Centre
The role of WMG Overseas Centres is to provide regional delivery of the WMG programme; there is no
distinction between centers; all students are registered as Warwick WMG students, and are awarded
WMG degrees on the basis of successful completion of the Warwick program in question.
All students receive an identical degree, and all students are fully entitled to attend the University of
Warwick graduation ceremony in the UK on successful completion of the programme.
EMU thus provides an excellent alternative for students to gain a prestigious UK degree in a beautiful part
of the world.

WMG MSc Programmes available at EMU
The following Warwick WMG programmes are currently offered at the EMU Centre:

 MSc in Engineering Business Management
 MSc in Supply Chain and Logistics Management

Entrance Qualifications for WMG MSc Programmes
You will have completed an undergraduate degree in engineering, information technology, business or
other relevant discipline. Other disciplines may also be considered if you have a proven level of numeracy
and / or relevant work experience.
You should have a minimum CGPA of 2.5 or second class honours degree.

English language requirements
WMG set an official IELTS entry threshold of 6.5, or equivalent. Students will slightly lower scores may be
eligible for conditional acceptance to the programme, through the PG Award, Certificate or Diploma
tracks.
The course demands a lot of writing and modules are highly interactive. EMU therefore provides an
ongoing programme of language and study skills support for all WMG students.
Students who have not yet attained the qualifications for automatic entry may aslo be able to enter the
one-semester Eastern Mediterranean University Certificate in English Language and Management Skills
programme, which has been approved by WMG as a feeder course to the MSc.

How long does the WMG MSC Programme take to complete?
The full MSC programme comprises nine modules and a project, and full-time students are expected to
complete all programme requirements in one calendar year. Students registering part-time on the
programme have a maximum of three years to complete programme requirements.
The pre-MSc EMU Certificate programme takes an additional 12 weeks to complete.

Is this a ‘joint programme?’
No, the programme is delivered entirely by The University of Warwick WMG. Eastern Mediterranean
University does however offer exemptions on its own programmes for students who have successfully
completed WMG modules; some students take advantage of this to complete two master’s degrees within
a 24-30 month period.

How is the course delivered and by who by?
Each module comprises one week of intensive full-day instruction to be followed by a 4000-5000 word
assignment to be completed within 6 weeks of the end of the module. The nine assignments count for
50% of the overall course grade.
The project which you start work on at the beginning of the course is approximately 15,000-20,000 words.
The project counts for 50% of the final grade for the MSC.
The modules are delivered jointly by WMG staff who come to EMU for the intensive week along with
specialists at EMU. You will also have a project and course supervisor at EMU.

What are the modules?
Both programmes have the same modules; the major difference between the two programmes will be in
the project area you select. The current modules are as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Logistics and Operations Management
Supply Chain and Logistics Management
Product Design and Development Management
Quality Management and Techniques
Procurement and Inventory Management
Operations Strategy for Industry
Financial Analysis and Controls Systems
Project Planning Control and Management
Organizations, People and Performance

Non-credit classes and workshops include:
o
o
o
o

Programme orientation
Research methods and study skills
Academic writing
Academic presentation skills

Can we take modules at other WMG Centres?
As part of your course fee you are entitled to take two modules in another WMG Centre, including the UK
Centre, at no extra cost; you would of course be responsible for any extra expenses occurred (e.g.
transportation, visas, accommodation etc.)

Attendance
WMG maintains very high standards in this regard. Full attendance is required and expected.

Enrolment
The programme normally begins in September, but it is possible to enroll as a part-time student at other
times of the year.

Is it possible to attend part of the programme?
Successful completion of 3 modules entitles you to a WMG Postgraduate Award.
Successful completion of 6 modules entitles you to a WMG Postgraduate Certificate.
Successful completion of 6 modules and project entitles you to a WMG Postgraduate Diploma
Registration for individual modules is also possible, dependent on qualifications and space.

Further Information about the WMG Programme and Eastern
Mediterranean University
Explore the WMG website at: http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/wmg/education/wmgmasters for
further information about WMG and its full range of educational programmes.
The EMU - WMG website at: http://warwick.emu.edu.tr provides full information about the WMG MSc
programme at EMU.
www.emu.edu.tr is EMU’s home page and provides information about EMU, Northern Cyprus, EMU
dormitories and more.

Applying for a WMG Course at EMU
1. Complete the online application form at http://warwick.emu.edu.tr.
2.

Prepare your supporting documents.

These must include:
i) A one page ‘Statement of Intention’. This statement should describe:




Why you want to take the course you are applying for
How you hope to benefit
Any relevant background academic or work experience

The statement should be written in formal English and carefully checked.
ii) Two academic references
iii) A copy of your first degree and transcripts, and any relevant postgraduate qualifications.
iv) Proof of English language competence – i.e. IELTS / TOEFL (not required from EMU graduates, or
students from English-speaking countries, such as Nigeria)
Copy / Scan these documents into one neatly arranged MS Word file; Make sure your full name is at
the top of the document, along with the title of the course you are applying for.
e-mail this file to the EMU-WMG office : warwick.emu@emu.edu.tr
3. The completed application is then sent to Warwick University WMG, UK for evaluation.

Tuition Fees and Costs
Please see: http://warwick.emu.edu.tr for details of tuition fee costs, payment plans, and available
scholarships and discounts.

Eastern Mediterranean University Postgraduate
Certificate in English Language and Management
Skills
What is the Certificate Programme?
The English Language and Management Skills Certificate Programme has been approved by WMG as a
feeder or foundation programme for the University of Warwick WMG MSc programme. It can also be
taken as an independent or supplementary qualification on either a full-time or part-time basis.

What is the Certificate Programme?
You will have completed an undergraduate degree. You should normally have a minimum CGPA of 2.3 or
second class honours degree, and a proven level of English at IELTS 6.0 level (EMU English Language
Proficiency 60%); relevant work experience will also be taken into consideration in your application

How long does the Certificate Programme take to complete?
The full certificate programme comprises six modules, and it is possible to complete it in 12 weeks, i.e. in
one academic semester.

What are the modules?
The certificate comprises six modules:
o
o
o
o
o
o

English for IELTS
Advanced Academic Writing
Academic Presentation Skills
WMG Research Methods and Study Skills
WMG Context of a Business
Project Module

Is it possible to attend part of the programme?
Yes; if you satisfy entrance requirements, modules can be taken on an individual or part-time basis.

When can we enrol for the programme?
Our main intakes for full-time programmes are in September, February and June.

How is the certificate awarded?
The programme has an integrated assessment system, requiring you to:
a) achieve 6.5 on IELTS or 92 on TOEFL iBT
b) produce 2 x 4000 word assignments that are marked at EMU and moderated by WMG
c) give a 15-20 minute presentation on a research topic.

Are there any exemptions from modules?
a) A 6.5 IELTS or 92 TOEFL iBT exempts you from the IELTS programme.
b) You will be exempted from the Research Methods and Study Skills Course if you have taken an
equivalent postgraduate course in an English medium institution.
c) EMU ENGL 523 and ENGL 525 are equivalent postgraduate English courses at EMU and count
towards the award of the certificate.

How do we apply?
Follow the same procedures as for MSc applications (above).

Other Options for English Language Preparation
As an international language examination centre, for many of the world’s top English language
qualifications, EMU’s School of Foreign Languages offers both one semester and two semester
programmes of English language study for both undergraduate and postgraduate students. Depending on
initial qualifications, you may also be able to combine your English language study with relevant courses
at the graduate level in EMU’s Faculty of Business and Economics (http://fbe.emu.edu.tr)

Contact Us
WMG Office
Room: BEA252
Faculty of Business and Economics
Eastern Mediterranean University
Tel: 0090 392 630 1569
Skype: WMG-EMU

e-mail: warwick.emu@emu.edu.tr

web: http://warwick.emu.edu.tr

Benefits of Studying with WMG at EMU
 A prestigious UK degree from one the UK’s top universities
 High employability internationally
 Safe and secure study environment in a beautiful part of the
Mediterranean
 Opportunity to complete an MSc degree in one calendar year
 International tuition and instruction from tutors with many of years of
experience in manufacturing industry and management
 Opportunity to take parts of programme in UK and in other WMG
centres around the world

